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Prologue
Princess Ann of Middlemount is about to die.

The war is lost. The usurpers have made it abundantly clear that no hint 

of the old kingdom will be allowed to linger. The last of the Middlemount 

rulers must be exterminated. The final vestige of the Wolfkind race must dis-

appear. In an hour, the Princess will be executed—burned first, then chopped 

to pieces. She is to be obliterated and efficiently erased as if she never existed. 

Each gruesome step is required to kill a Wolfkind, and the completion of that 

deadly process seems inevitable.

The Princess allows herself a fleeting smile.

During the final days of the war, she’d unwittingly aided the usurpers in 

their quest to purge all memory of her kind. She herself had pulled down the 

family statues, dismantled the immense iron horses and riders, and cast the 

broken bits into the furnaces of war. It had been a futile attempt to repel the 

invaders—this last ditch scavenging of iron—a desperate effort to forge more 

weapons to defend the Middlemount castle.

The Princess thinks then of the little iron garden angel—the image of a 

human girl in prayer which she’d cherished when she was a cub. How she’d 

loved that inanimate statue, spending hours sitting on the bench beside the 

imaginary girl—telling stories, sharing secrets. And yet, by her own com-

mand, it too had been condemned to the furnace.
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What a fool I’ve been! Her thoughts betray her. What an arrogant fool! 

Arrogant to believe in the supremacy of my powers. Instead, my own idiotic faults 

and deadly errors lost the war, caused the death of my mate, led to my capture, 

and doomed me to this place of final judgment.

Cursing her folly, Ann voices her rage in a prolonged rumbling growl. 

The captive’s piercing snarl silences the crowd which had been gathering all 

morning, filling the town square to witness her end. Pricking her ears, she 

listens closely and hears the multitude judging her—the vanquished soldier. 

She wonders what they make of their captured Wolfkind Princess. Few have 

seen her face. She probably appears smaller without her plumed helmet, but 

she imagines her tall and solid body, still clad in armor, must impress them. 

She will yet appear strong, still formidable. 

Formidable, but doomed.

Ann hears the whispers of the crowd. She is their former Princess now, a 

fading hero, who in the space of three tumultuous weeks, has been deposed, 

captured, and declared a dangerous rebel by the usurpers—the treacherous 

Fishals. Without warning, advancing armies had swept in from the north. 

Aided by magic, traitorous intrigues, and daunting weapons, the merciless 

force had outflanked, overwhelmed, and destroyed the Middlemount rul-

ers—all but her. 

Now her fickle subjects have come to see the last Princess of the deposed 

realm lashed to the Maypole, buried to the waist in firewood, awaiting her 

fate. An ordinary being might despair as she waited there, pinioned to that 

metal pole like a pig for roasting. 

Like a pig, Ann tells herself.

Held fast by sturdy ropes, she is bound so tightly that coarse fibers pen-

etrate the knee and elbow joints of her body armor and press cold metal 

against her hide. The Princess smiles again. The metal of her armor will not 

be cold much longer.

She moves her head—with effort for her neck is tightly bound with the 

same thick ropes which encompass her body. She strains and glances to either 

side. Cauldrons of fat are burning in the courtyard below, three cauldrons to 

the left and three to the right. Above the flames, dark smoke rises to smudge 

the clear blue sky.
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An ordinary being might despair.

Four tall men stand at each cauldron. One man holds an axe, the other 

three hold stout wooden torches, the upper tips slathered with a thick nod-

ule of grease—like giant matches, as yet unlit. When the order is given, men 

will swirl their torches in the cauldrons, then rush forward to ignite the tin-

der-dry pyre and spark a terrible bonfire that will roast the Princess alive in 

her own armor. When the fire dies down, the axmen will extract the Princess’ 

burnt body from the smoldering armor and hack her corpse to pieces.

It will be a very thorough execution.

That thought should give an ordinary being pause, might cause a coward 

to scream for mercy, and might even inspire the condemned to pray. Princess 

Ann of Middlemount is certainly condemned, but she is neither ordinary nor 

a coward. And she’d already said prayers. One might say she had exhausted 

them.

She’d prayed the moment she awoke in the grip of the foul potion 

which rendered her helpless—the witch’s doing no doubt. Prayed as she lay 

paralyzed while they bound her with ropes and chains. Prayed while they 

propped her up in a hay wagon and paraded her through narrow streets to the 

town square. She’d prayed when they removed the chains but left the ropes 

in place. Prayed as they struggled to bear the bulk of her up crude stairs and 

onto the platform. Moreover, she’d prayed while they pinned her against the 

Maypole and coiled more ropes around her armored body.

Ann had prayed silently to El. Each prayer was answered, and each answer 

was no. Could she return to the past to undo her mistakes? No. Could her 

strength be restored so she could break free to kill her enemies? No. Could 

she restore her kingdom by magic? No.

She’d continued to pray when they piled kindling and branches around 

her, laughing as they did so. She’d prayed as they encircled her lower torso 

with thatch and wood, making jokes about roasted pheasant and the results 

of the meeting between flesh and flame. She’d prayed silently, not wishing her 

captors to hear and think her weak. She had prayed to seek vengeance, prayed 

to alter her fate.
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Each time the answer was no. 

The Princess remembers these setbacks as her tormentors weave their 

web of wood. At last, they finish their noxious work and she is alone on the 

platform. A wave of gloom washes over her and she closes her eyes to fashion 

one final prayer which is interrupted when El speaks to her in the voice of 

the mind.

I have told you no. Why do you persist? Have you learned nothing from your 

errors? It is unbecoming to question your fate. Cease your lamentations, lamb. 

Be still and listen.

And so, the Princess prays that she can be still enough and wise enough 

to listen to her deity and that prayer is answered yes. Brimming with hope, 

Ann looks upward and communes with the sky, sending thoughts aloft, her 

creator’s voice responding for the Princess’ ears alone.

This life which you seek to prolong is already an old dream.

El loves to speak in riddles, she told herself.

Discipline your mind, El cautioned her. You must bid this life farewell.  

Another life awaits you.

“In Velyn? With Destin?” she asked aloud.

Be still and listen.

“Yes, my El.”

It is not your time for Velyn. As for your mate, only have faith, child, and 

your lost love may yet be your love again. But now is not the moment for matters 

of the flesh. Your time is short, so listen.

“Yes, my El.”

The flames of today will not reach you. To escape you must call to me three 

times. Each time the tower clock strikes a quarter-hour, you must call to me with 

your most strident howl. Send me one, then another, then one more. Hearing 

your third cry, I will send my storm and you will fly from this place. You will 

no longer be Middlemount. That kingdom must be born anew. You will still be 

my Princess and you shall have the memories and the thinking of my Princess 

and—after a fashion—her power. You will retain vestiges of Wolfkind, but you 

will be much changed. And listen well, my child—when you next awake—you 
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must forsake the name of Middlemount. You must take another name, a new 

surname.

“What name, my El?”

A name of your choice. A name to chart your new life—to fulfill our new 

dream. You must choose a new name and choose wisely.

“How shall I choose?”

The choice will become clear to you. I leave you now, but I am with you 

always. When next we meet, I will come to you in disguise. I will say to you ‘the 

wolf dies’ and you must say to me ‘the lamb is born.’ Repeat what I have said.

“The wolf dies, the lamb is born.”

Remember all I say and have faith and prepare for your salvation.

The Princess sighs as the voice of El fades and the smoke of the cauldrons 

reaches her nostrils. Her faith is about to be tested—sorely tested. Within 

seconds, the clock strikes the quarter hour and she gives voice to her first 

howl.

Far above the town square, housed in his sanctum, her foe, the Lord Mayor  

N’dependee, hears that strident call. Hears it and wonders. The mayor has 

been clever. He’s taken precautions to nullify the vanquished Princess. The 

rumors describing her Wolfkind powers were undoubtedly exaggerated, but 

the mayor is taking no chances. 

The mayor is shrewd but only as a politician. There are boundaries to 

his cleverness and, in staging this hasty public execution, the Lord Mayor 

has been careful in some things, but careless in others. Truly, he had subdued 

the Princess with a powerful potion. He’d kept the last of the Middlemounts 

imprisoned in her own armor and apart from the ground to remove the sting 

of her lethal power. He’d bound the Princess securely. But he’d failed to blind-

fold her, or gag her, or stop her ears. These were grave errors, for—though 

denied motion and the magic of her connection to the earth—the Princess 

retained her other senses. The Lord Mayor has been lax in failing to fetter the 

throat, the eyes, and ears of his intended victim.

In fairness, it is the Lord Mayor’s first execution, so he might be forgiven 

for overlooking certain details. In the main, it must be said that N’dependee 



has gotten much of it right. Using the Maypole was an inspired idea since, 

in all the town, it stands alone as the only remnant of metal which had not 

been melted down to forge sword and shield. Moreover, the pole is strategic, 

occupying as it does the very center of the town square. Everyone knew the 

Maypole. Everyone knew its location. Thus, it was a small matter to inform 

the population of the site of the execution and issue an explicit edict demand-

ing their attendance.

The echo of Ann’s plaintive cry fades. In the following hush, the sound 

of the tower’s clockworks can be heard, grinding their way toward the next 

quarter hour. That unrelenting sound fills the ears of those in the square and 

the crowd turns their collective faces toward the clock which squats like an 

indifferent Sphinx above the high windows of the town hall. The Princess 

follows their gaze and understands what the townspeople see there.

Framed in the window, is the person of the Lord Mayor N’dependee—

may his name live in infamy. Scathing nicknames for the mayor had been 

secretly circulating for decades and his recent treachery has spawned a new 

crop. Fresh insults are surfacing now, though as private thoughts only. The 

Princess hears the condescending names swirling in the unspoken thoughts 

of the crowd. Some call the mayor golden traitor. Others label him lapdog 

of the usurpers. The boldest use the ever-popular diminutive biscuit—a tag 

which is rumored to send the mayor into an apoplectic rage. 

And yet, despite the subtext of insults running through the minds of the 

crowd this morning, Ann watches with scorn as the assembled masses face 

the tower window to grin and touch their caps. In response to the crowd’s 

outward display of fealty, she observes the mayor nodding regally in return. 

Clad in ostentatious robes of office and wearing a ridiculously flamboyant 

chain of authority, the overweight bureaucrat is striving to project a serene 

self-assurance. It is a false confidence, for—even at a distance—Ann’s remark-

able Wolfkind vision perceives a drop of perspiration on N’dependee’s trou-

bled brow.

The Lord Mayor is nervous and impatient. Time passes much too slowly. 

But he has strict instructions not to burn the captive Princess until the chimes 
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sound noon. It is now a quarter past eleven-of-the-clock. An eternity seems 

to linger as the mayor waits for the chimes to measure the passing moments.

When at last the clock strikes half-past, Ann howls a second time, spawn-

ing a cascade of visceral echoes which vibrate the cobblestones of the square 

and penetrate the venerable chinks of the ancient town walls. While the 

crowd grows uneasy and the Lord Mayor sweats, the Princess remains in full 

possession of her senses. She can call upon her deity, she can see and antic-

ipate her executioners, and she can hear the voices—even the thoughts—of 

all around her.

Unaware of his captive’s residual powers, the Lord Mayor surveys the 

crowd, hoping this compelled assembly of fickle citizens won’t abruptly 

change allegiances and devolve into an unruly mob. The cautious bureaucrat 

had favored a less conspicuous execution, but the witch had insisted a crowd 

be on hand to witness the performance. The Lord Mayor shudders as he  

recalls his recent, and wholly unnerving, encounter with the witch.

“Why must I do these things?” the Lord Mayor had asked the witch.

“Because I wish it,” Ahoo had answered. “The subject is closed.”

What could the mayor do but comply? The witch was fond of ending 

her arguments with “the subject is closed.” Ahoo was also fond of turning 

those who dared utter a retort into insects which she threatened to grind 

into the cobblestones with the toe of her iron boots. The fact that she made 

such threats, but never followed through, did little to lessen the feelings of 

intimidation which gripped her listeners. It was rumored that Ahoo was an 

old-world witch and therefore could not kill. On the other hand, there were 

other, equally saliant rumors that she used her powers to enlist others to do 

the killing. Better to play it safe and say nothing once the witch had closed 

the subject.

Ahoo had come. Ahoo had spoken and that, the mayor had decided, 

was that. The witch had directed the Lord Mayor to employ carpenters with  

orders to erect a raised platform around the pole. The purpose of this precau-

tion was to separate the Princess from the earth, which was her ally, and to 

position the victim on top to provide spectators with an unobstructed view 
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of the proceedings. The mayor had also been ordered to recruit strong men 

to lash the Princess to the pole and he’d been obliged to compel the Dung 

people—who had no love for the Princess—to heap thatch, kindling, and a 

final layer of wrist-sized branches upon the execution pyre. If N’dependee did 

his part, Ann would be precisely where the witch wanted the Princess: above 

the ground, on prominent display, and embedded in a waist-high cocoon of 

wood from which there was no escape. The final details of the execution the 

witch left to N’dependee. Surely the fool could manage the fire and the chop-

ping. Even the lowliest farmwife could manage such a recipe.

Having recalled the witch’s instructions, the Lord Mayor returns his at-

tention to the present, unaware that Ann continues to probe his mind. The 

Princess watches the traitor smile and hears him comment to his chancellor 

that, “All is well. Our captive appears ready for consumption, like a spoonful 

of chocolate atop a rounded wooden tart.”

The chancellor shudders with disgust as the clock strikes the final quarter 

before noon. The squeamish bureaucrat feels ill and might have been on the 

verge of raising a belated objection to the execution had Princess Ann not 

suddenly silenced him with a third and most powerful blood-curdling howl. 

The Lord Mayor sneers as echoes of the captive Wolfkind’s most recent cry 

reach his ears.

“That makes three,” the mayor crows. “Thrice does the wretched creature 

lament her end. Hear her plaintive wailing.”

“Perhaps,” the chancellor ventures, “she has slipped into madness.” Then 

the nervous man adds in a seemingly unnecessary whisper, for they are alone 

in the tower. “Slipped wholly into madness—like her father.”

“Very like,” agrees the mayor in a whispered reply.

Why whisper?

Why give credence to the Princess’ legendary powers? The two collabo-

rators are thirty yards away and two stories above the square. So far removed 

that even a Princess rumored to have the enhanced senses of the animals 

would be hard-pressed to hear their conversation. If her powers are as strong 

as the people claim, how had the usurpers managed to defeat the vaunted 
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Wolfkind warrior? How had the Lord Mayor—with the witch Ahoo’s help—

managed to truss her up like a sacrificial beast?

To believe the Princess possesses the hearing and sight of a hovering 

hawk, that she draws power from the earth which allows her to move gigantic 

boulders, that she can read thoughts—it was nonsense!

And yet, Ann of Middlemount hears their thoughts and, what is more, 

she uses her own thoughts to infect the collaborators with a message which 

they feel in their very bones.

I’m coming back, her unspoken message conveys the icy promise.

The vibration of this oath courses like a sudden chill through the fright-

ened bureaucrats and N’dependee—though it is not yet noon—shouts, 

“Torches!”

But it is too late.

A massive whirlwind descends from the cloudless sky—a cosmic gale 

which flings the torchbearers and axmen aside, upends the flaming caul-

drons, and ignites the wood. The startled crowd flees as the Princess’ wooden 

cocoon explodes, sending smoldering thatch, smoking kindling, and blazing 

branches arcing outward like the whirling arms of a demented pinwheel. 

Flames scatter in every direction until the burning debris strikes the far walls 

and splinters to dust.

The wind slackens and absolute silence reigns in the empty courtyard 

until the chimes strike noon. From the tower, the mayor and the chancellor 

bear witness as the end unfolds like a waking dream. On the twelfth stroke, 

the sky darkens and a cascade of rain pummels the courtyard. Piercing thun-

der shakes the town to its very foundations and a blinding flash of lightning 

hammers the Maypole. The prisoner shudders, then pitches forward, burst-

ing the ropes. With a crash, the heavy Wolfkind armor sprawls noisily upon 

the cobblestones—a crumpled pile of metal and utterly empty.
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Chapter 1
Awakening

Magic and religion often mingle, and both require an arduous mixture 

of conjuring and faith.

The power which El invoked to rescue the condemned Wolfkind from 

her ordeal had greatly sapped the strength of the deity. Thus, El was at rest 

and recuperating when the liberated Princess was whisked away and deliv-

ered to her new life.

The next morning and miles away, uncertain that her appearance would 

be sufficiently changed to deceive others, Ann arose from her bed of straw. 

Stubbing her toe on an obstacle, she reached down to discover her discarded  

shield. When the soldiers had seized her, the Middlemount shield must have 

been kicked under the straw and forgotten. Or perhaps one of the more  

enterprising villains had hidden it there, hoping to retrieve and sell it later.

Regardless of how the shield came to be there, its presence confirmed 

that the Princess had been returned to the scene of her ignoble capture. The 

familiar shield was as she last recalled it, caked with the mud and blood of 

battle, the Middlemount crest just barely visible in a dented upper corner. 

Hopeful that other vestiges of her armaments were likewise concealed, she 

pawed through the straw.



No sword, she thought. No battle-axe, of course. Not even a trifling dagger. 

Not one single offensive weapon. Only the shield, nothing more.

Taking up the lone souvenir of her downfall, she used her naked forearm 

to burnish a viewing spot on the pitted surface of the mud-caked shield. Her 

smooth, pink arm and the shining face which smiled back at her in the dim 

light certainly looked unfamiliar. To be certain, she picked up the shield and 

walked out of the dark stable and into the sunlight.

It was apparently El’s will that she should be lifted from the town square, 

transformed, and transported here to this unremarkable rural hovel—to the 

very spot where she’d been betrayed and apprehended only three days past.

It was early, not yet eight-of-the-clock, and not yet warm enough to stand 

naked for long in the crisp morning air. But Ann persisted until she’d gazed 

at her reflection in the shield from every angle, turning her bald head this 

way and that, marveling at her flattened face, even tilting the makeshift mir-

ror downward to study her new, hairless torso. She smiled upon seeing her  

unusually smooth and firm breasts and her thinner but still strong arms and 

legs. But she frowned at the shock of her smallish feet.

Somehow, through El’s intervention, she had been converted from a sturdy  

Wolfkind to a somewhat ordinary human female—albeit one who was, top 

to bottom, as hairless as a skinned rabbit. If ever the opportunity arose, she 

would have to ask her deity why her new identity lacked the luxurious curly 

locks she’d observed on other humans. For the moment, she continued to 

study her reflection until a peculiar thought crept into her smooth, naked 

head.

I wonder, thought the last Princess of Middlemount. Suppose the little gar-

den angel—my imaginary playmate—had been real and had grown to woman-

hood. Might she have taken this form? Have I become that person? Certainly, I 

am no angel—as I understand the human vision of such creatures. And yet—

A chill ran through her as she simultaneously savored the thought of 

personifying her fanciful angel while also mourning the loss of her former 

Wolfkind self. She had died—what else could one call it but “died?” Yester-

day she’d been a sturdy specimen of vigorous Wolfkind, a Princess of the ani-

mal-folk, heir to the Middlemount kingdom, and wearing the heavy armor of 

her forebearers. Then—in El’s fantastic flash of weather—she’d been robbed 
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of her armor and reborn in a rural stable: taller than before but clearly less 

massive.

And yet, she thought, such ridiculous appendages! 

She thrust the tall shield onto the hard-packed earth, standing it on edge, 

and looked again at her seemingly inadequate feet.

“I see you have become already a typical woman—obsessed with her  

appearance.”

Ann flinched and involuntarily pushed her knees together and covered 

her crotch with one pink hairless hand and strove to obscure her breasts with 

her other hand and forearm. She felt a rush of blood surging up her neck to 

redden her face.

“And modest as well! Excellent! I am most pleased with the result of my 

turbulent deliverance!”

“Will you show yourself ?” shouted Ann. She was angry but also con-

fused. She recognized the voice and yet—

I am here, Majesty, the thought reached her.

Ann scanned the farmyard but could see only the rustic stable, a primitive 

corral, a substantial tree, and a stone well—nothing alive except a fat donkey 

tied to the outer railing of the corral.

“Surely not—” Ann laughed.

Look up, my Princess!

Reluctantly, Ann released one hand from her crotch and shaded her eyes 

to look up into the bright sky. A coal black raven floated on the morning air.

“Of course,” Ann said. “You were always fond of looking down on others.”

“Only too true,” said Migral as he landed, in the form of a raven, on the 

crossbeam of the water-well and set about preening.

“And I see your vanity has survived intact,” added Ann. “You vainly 

groom yourself and take credit for El’s storm.”

“El may be our deity, but I still control the clouds. And this,” said  

Migral plucking an uncooperative feather, “is not vanity.” He shook his dark 

head and the feather floated away. “My preening is merely instinctive. I act as 

the raven because I must not appear unlike my brethren. I must blend in, be 

nothing but another ebony bird in a nameless flock.”
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“And where is your sheltering flock now, my conspicuous friend?”

“Where-away on the wing, I fancy. I’ll join them soon enough, just as you 

yourself must now join your new race.”

“If my memory serves—and it has been given quite a jolt by my escape 

from the pyre—these humans you and El are so keen on having me join do 

not go about in public without their—shall we call it—their armor.”

“You ought not to call that abomination upon which the golden traitor 

most recently pinioned you a ‘pyre.’ It gives N’dependee’s treachery too ele-

gant a name. Pyres are constructed to honor the dead. You, if you will recall, 

were about to be put to the flames while still alive.”

“I stand corrected,” said Ann as she stood erect and placed her newly- 

formed hands on her well-rounded hips. The Princess grinned as she real-

ized her conversation with her old comrade had so diminished her instinctive  

human embarrassment that she no longer felt compelled to conceal her  

nakedness.

“Better and better. You are exhibiting human pride now with your proud 

stance. Very convincing. And your ‘I stand corrected’ comment. Very droll. 

It might pass for what humans call a sense of humor. You’ll do. Yes, I believe 

you’ll do. As for your ‘armor,’ there’ll be nothing so grand for you in this life. 

You and I are no longer soldiers, my friend. I am a sky acrobat and spawner of 

storms and messenger to our deity, and you have become a peasant—albeit 

an incredibly powerful peasant with—shall we say—potential.”

Potential? Ann thought as though she’d never heard the word.

“Yes,” said Migral, smoothly intercepting his comrade’s thought. “But 

quickly now, they are coming! Move with all speed! Dispose of the shield—

into the well! No time to return to the stable to clothe yourself—drop the 

bucket in after the shield, haul up water, and pretend to bathe! Swiftly now or 

you’ll find yourself back in the fire and our hopes burning with it!” Voicing a 

final entreaty to hurry, which devolved into a plaintive caw, the raven Migral 

took wing.

Pleased to find that her lightning reflexes remained intact, Ann rapidly  

scooped up the shield and, though reluctant to part with it, she raised this 

final token of Middlemount and flung it down the well. Following the dis-
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carded shield with the wooden bucket and its appended rope, she swiftly  

cranked the windlass to retrieve water. It was a matter of moments from  

Migral’s warning until Ann was no longer alone. But her reactions had been 

rapid—so swift that she repeated the motion of retrieving water and doused 

herself a second time before a troop of riders topped the hill behind the stable 

and galloped swiftly toward her.

“Wretched peasant!” shouted the nearest rider, an officer no doubt, for 

the broad-shouldered woman wore the golden sash and violet plume of lead-

ership. “Stand fast!”

The riders were clad in Fishal uniforms and carried the fearsome fires-

ticks which had overcome the Middlemount defenders. Ann could see the 

wooden stocks of long muskets jutting from their saddle scabbards. A half 

dozen of the riders also wore shorter powder weapons in holsters mounted  

on belts around their waists. With such weapons and larger devices, the 

Fishals had over-matched the swords and arrows of Middlemount. Muskets, 

pistols, and cannon—the Princess and her warriors had learned a new vocab-

ulary of war, but learned it too late.

There were fourteen riders in all, each astride a tall, burgundy-colored 

horse—a congregation of sturdy stallions which Ann recognized as Middle-

mount stock. Seeing the pilfered animals kindled her anger and her pink 

face involuntarily ignited to a conspicuous shade of crimson—an emotional  

response which the officer misinterpreted. 

“Stifle your shyness, peasant, your nakedness is nothing to us. Nothing 

we have not seen before, eh men? Naked as a jay-bird and bald as an egg to 

boot—what won’t these peasants do to muddle their appearance? What pur-

pose to shave one’s head? A religious sacrifice no doubt—blind, superstitious 

fools.” For a moment Ann and the troop stared at one another. Then the 

officer said in a matter-of-fact tone which suggested she was bored with the 

situation, “Seize the wench.” 

Two soldiers dismounted, laughing heartily as the other horsemen guf-

fawed and the officer grinned. The men strode menacingly forward. They 

were at least as tall as Ann and muscular. Each seized an arm as they herded 

their captive forward. It was all the former Princess could do to resist her  
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rising urge to wrest free from their grip, kill them both by smashing their 

grinning heads together, and then savage the officer and slash through the 

other troops. It would only take a matter of seconds to slay these men, but a 

harsh raven call sounding from above caused Ann to suppress her fury.

Instead, the erstwhile Wolfkind quelled her anger and allowed herself to 

be manhandled as she was forced to her knees on the ground before the offi-

cer and her prancing horse. Then, as the officer prattled on, Ann decided to 

test the scope of her new human senses. As Wolfkind, she had been able to 

hear the thoughts of others.

Is that ability still mine? she wondered.

Focusing on the officer’s golden sash of leadership, Ann ignored the 

stout woman’s spoken words. She pushed beyond them, seeking to reach her  

enemy’s thoughts. But she found it impossible to simultaneously listen to the 

woman’s chatter while also accessing her unspoken thoughts.

“I’ll ask again,” the officer said aloud. “Have you seen a Wolfkind or any 

of the upright animal-folk here about?”

The speaker’s plume proclaimed her a major and, though she could not 

reach the woman’s thoughts, Ann sensed the pompous Fishal was new to 

command. For, though her outward talk was bold, the officer’s nervous man-

nerisms suggested she masked an inner terror. Ann’s ability to achieve this 

insight seemed to have uncovered a unique human vulnerability—a flaw of 

using bluster to disguise fear—a flaw which the Princess was willing to ex-

plore.

“Well, speak up, wench! Or shall I have my corporal loosen your tongue 

by discharging his pistol into your leg?”

Mindful of her new role as subservient, Ann lowered her eyes and spoke 

softly.

“Please, your worship, I have seen none of the creatures you seek.”

The major stirred in her saddle and Ann realized the Fishal officer would 

judge her articulate response to be too well-spoken for a peasant. 

Ah, Ann decided, time for some playacting. 

“Tis a’fear my lard what makes me talk’a so,” Ann mumbled, hoping to 

mimic a rustic accent. “I shakes and kinnot find me words when I thinks of 

the wolf and such a beast be so near about as your worship sez.”
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Hearing the diction of the countryside, the major chortled causing Ann 

to involuntarily raise her head. In her enemy’s rotund face, the Princess  

detected a cavalcade of emotions—not only fear, but also anger and jealousy.

This unlovely woman is threatened by my looks, thought Ann.

Raising her whip, the officer seemed poised to strike the captive before 

her. Only Ann’s dramatic show of cringing stayed the woman’s hand.

“See how the bitch ducks without she has even received the blow? What 

a pack of cowardly dunces we have conquered! Release her and let’s away 

or—” The major paused and tapped the whip handle against her teeth while 

a sardonic smile animated her features. “Better still—toss her down yonder 

well as a lesson in Fishal justice.”

The riders roared their approval as the two men dragged Ann to the well 

and cast her in, throwing the bucket after her for good measure. The odious 

Fishals roared even louder to hear echoes as the falling woman collided with 

the stone walls on her way down and they cheered when a tremendous splash 

sounded at the bottom of the well. In falling, Ann had scraped an arm, but 

was otherwise unhurt as she floated in the cool water and listened to the rid-

ers above.

“Odd that she did not cry out,” said the major.

“Too stupid or too frightened to scream no doubt, sir,” observed her cor-

poral.

“No doubt,” agreed the major. “Come, Mika, seize that donkey! And, 

Seaton, I feel a draft! Let us have a fire!”

“Yes, sir!”

Ann heard the donkey braying vociferously—apparently resisting being 

taken. When she could no longer hear the departing horses, the Princess took 

an expansive breath and submerged beneath the icy water, hoping she could 

retrieve the shield. This desperate swim might be a fool’s errand, for she had 

no firm idea of the thing’s utility in the new life which awaited her. And yet, 

she sought it because it was a connection with her past—the only connection 

so far as she knew and, perhaps, the last.

With powerful strokes, she swam deep, emerging from the well shaft into 

what appeared to be the underwater expanse of a bottomless aquifer. The  
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subterranean current was strong and it was all she could do to reverse her 

swim lest she be swept to oblivion. Like the war, the shield was lost—swept 

away by a powerful force, a leaf in the grip of a cascading stream.

Disheartened and in need of air, she abandoned her search, returned 

to the shaft, and kicked upward. Surfacing to find the bucket floating lan-

guidly, she was tempted to take advantage of the rope, but decided to test her 

strength by using her bare hands to climb, inch-by-inch out of the well.

Above, she found the donkey still there and the small stable aflame. The 

burning roof and walls collapsed as the Princess sat on the ground kneading 

mud into a gash in her arm. Migral reappeared and perched again on the 

crossbeam of the water-well watching the injured woman.

 “You can leave that, you know,” said Migral.

“I know.”

“It will heal instantly.”

“I understand, but it feels good, the cool soil on my flesh.”

“Quite a sensation without the intervening fur is it not?”

“Quite so.”

“This encounter with the Fishals, very inconvenient.”

“For you or for me? I am the one who was cast down the well, you know.”

“Yes, but leaving that aside, this propensity of the usurpers to put things 

to the torch means that I shall have to busy myself finding you a new set of 

clothing. Thanks to their detestable passion for fire, your intended outfit is 

now turned to ashes. It will prove a damnable nuisance to gather things using 

only beak and feet.”

“As for feet, my own seem wholly lacking,” Ann said as she wriggled her 

toes and frowned. “How, I wonder, can I achieve anything approaching dex-

terity and speed using so woeful a platform? As for clothing, I’ll find cover-

ings for myself. It should be a simple matter given these handy devices,” she 

laughed as she flexed her thumbs. “Much more useful than my old paws. I 

wonder how, as Wolfkind, I ever held sword or bow. These extra joints are 

most useful—made my climb out almost enjoyable.”

“Your affinity for your new body does you credit. But have you noticed 

that your old—”
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“My old powers—so far as I can tell—have somewhat changed,” said 

Ann. “My ability to hear thoughts seems reduced. You and I can exchange 

the voice of the mind, but I’m unable to probe the heads of mere humans. So, 

yes, I have noticed limitations. It is with you as well?”

“It is,” sighed Migral. “My dying prayer for the gift of flight was answered, 

but I was obliged to sacrifice other abilities to make it so.” The downward tilt 

of the raven’s head suggested to Ann one of the sensual things her friend must 

have forsaken to soar through the heavens.

“My condolences,” she said with feeling.

“No matter,” the bird responded. “As you will soon discover, lovemaking 

outside the wolf skin is vastly overrated. Now to more important matters. El 

has given you a task. Have you chosen your surname?”

In truth, Ann had forgotten to attend to this matter.

“Is it so important after all, this second name?”

“Your choice is vital to your new identity and our cause. Choose carefully, 

the proper surname can open doors for you—doors which will remain closed 

should you choose unwisely.”

“And how—?” But Ann spoke too late, for the capricious bird was already 

aloft and a mere speck in the open sky. Flight and speed were daunting gifts. 

She hoped Migral found them worth the sacrifice. Ann gazed for a moment 

more at the empty blueness above. The day was advancing. She must choose 

a name and she must find clothing and she was uncertain how to begin either 

task.

“May I assist?”

The voice behind Ann was deep but surprisingly melodic. So melodic 

that, when she turned to behold the man, she was sufficiently awestruck that 

she failed to cover herself. Instead, she stood gaping with her new hairless 

arms hanging useless at her sides.
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Chapter 2
The Man with Flaxen Hair

Much later in her human existence, the former Wolfkind would come to 

learn that poets are considered stale if they write that a man “kindles a fire.” 

Writers of verse are also denounced as trite should they pen a line declaring 

that a female human, when first she sees her beloved, hears heavenly music. 

Yet, standing there naked in the mud with the smoke of the destroyed 

stable still tingeing her nostrils, Ann did in fact perceive a patina of diffused 

light surrounding the man who stood before her. Moreover, she heard, as if 

cascading over her like a magical waterfall, the angelic music of a lyre.

She felt and saw and heard these things even though, as a newly-minted 

human, she had yet to experience any romantic notion of angels or halos—

much less could she appreciate fine music or recognize the melody of a lyre. 

The Wolfkind had their own cherubs of course, a worthy pantheon of war-

rior spirits. The Wolfkind had music as well, although it relied heavily on 

unaccompanied guttural chanting and an occasional drum.

Regardless of her limited experience, Ann felt this new set of incredi-

bly abstract—and therefore decidedly human—concepts as keenly as though 

angels and music had been native aspects of her Wolfkind nature. As an 

unschooled whelp, she had pretended her garden angel was real and enter-

tained the juvenile fantasy of an imaginary playmate. However, she had never  
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accepted—on an intellectual or even a spiritual level—the notion of actual 

angels or angelic behaviors.

Such notions were foolish. And yet, here she was mooning over this 

stranger like an infatuated adolescent. It was as if these decidedly new, and 

damnably enticing, romantic sensations had been with her always, had been 

ingrained in her before her lupine eyes were open, and had been imprinted 

upon her unblemished brain while she and her siblings competed with one 

another in their mother’s womb.

“You are—” she started to say “beautiful,” but she felt a sudden inexplica-

ble pain in her side which drove her to her knees.

“You’re hurt,” he dropped the reins of his pony and knelt beside her.  “I—” 

The pony whinnied and pressed forward to nudge the man, compelling 

him to turn to meet the animal’s gaze. 

“Of course,” he nodded. Unknotting the saddle strings, he unfurled a 

blanket and spread it gently over the stricken woman. “Is there a wound?”

“My side,” Ann managed to say. It hurt to breathe. “No wound. No blood. 

Just a searing pain as if—” Then, realizing she’d failed to alter her speech, she 

added, “Me innards, sir, tis burnin’ but you ought not bend down to—to the 

likes’a me.”

“Nonsense,” he said helping her to her feet. “You’re hurt. Come with me.” 

He guided her—blanket and all—to the shade of the broad tree and eased 

her to the ground again. “I’ll fetch water.” He rushed toward the well and, 

as he worked the windlass, a raven alighted on the crossbeam and seemed to 

consider him. He could hear the bird’s impudent thoughts as he looked up 

and addressed the creature. “Oh, never you mind. I’m not so helpless as you 

think. You’ll see.”

The raven stared at the handsome man’s flowing blonde hair, the smooth 

texture of his skin, and the lean but muscular arm which reached for the rope 

and unhooked the sloshing bucket. Although his beak made it impossible to 

discern a smirk, the bird’s skepticism was apparent.

“Shoo!” the man commanded.

Migral flapped briefly up, but quickly reestablished himself on the cross-

beam to watch as the stranger dipped a ladle in the bucket and carried the 

water back to the tree.
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“Drink,” he ordered as he knelt beside Ann. “Again. Now lie back and I 

shall see to your injuries.” He examined her side but could see no evidence of 

a wound. He reached beneath the blanket, placed a hand on each of her feet, 

and said, “No need for alarm. Just tell me if anything hurts.”

He began to work his hands up her legs spawning sensations which Ann 

feared she’d left behind with the end of her Wolfkind life. She writhed with a 

growing stir of pleasure, and he misinterpreted her reaction.

“Sorry,” he stopped.

“No. It’s a’right, sir, the pain she’s gone apart now.”

“But—”

“Truly, sir. Not for you to bother. I’m a’right as rain, see?” She stood 

quickly up, struck her head on a low branch, and sat heavily down again.

As right as rain, but fairly stupid, he thought, and—catching his unspo-

ken assessment—Ann grinned up at him. Her ability to read minds seemed 

to be returning. He knelt again beside her, and she held his gaze. His eyes 

were bright green like a summer meadow and flecked with grains of gold that 

seemed to—

Can we stop this game, my Princess? He seemed to say, though his lips 

failed to move.

Princess? How could this man know? she asked herself.

His question confounded her. Her mind reeling, Ann felt like she was 

trapped again inside her armor, tied to the Maypole in the town square, 

feeling the shock and heat of the lightning as she evaporated. The stranger’s 

unspoken question was unexpected, perhaps dangerous. Her instincts coun-

seled caution, but she could not master her surprise or contain her curiosity. 

“I hear your thoughts,” she said. “And you—you know who and what I 

am?”

“I hear your thoughts as well. And yet, do you not know me?” he seemed 

distressed.

Ann looked into the man’s eyes, then followed the track of two tears as 

they slid down his cheeks and splashed into the shadows beneath the tree. 

The droplets seemed to linger there on a blade of grass until a ray of sunshine 

reached them, whereupon they shone with internal radiance like discarded 

jewels.



“Did you not see the glow?” he asked without looking up. “I am told such 

a glow is something to which women respond. Of course, I am much changed 

but—did you not hear the music, my love?”

The Princess felt a stirring. “Destin? My lost mate! Is it you? Is it possi-

ble?” Flinging the blanket aside, she crawled toward him, embraced him, and 

nuzzled his neck.

“Old habits die hard, eh?” He pulled away and stood over her. “You’re no 

longer Wolfkind, my love. Nor am I. Destin is gone. I am called Seth now. 

Well, anyway, this is me now, your old mate made new, ‘for better or worse,’ as 

the humans say. So, let’s see how you look.” 

He stepped back, crossed his arms, and struck an appraising pose to  

admire her new physique. Not bad, he thought, those breasts of yours will take 

some getting used to. But never mind, my love, I’ve been schooled in ways to—

A raucous caw interrupted their reunion.

“Time enough for that,” laughed Seth. “Migral is correct. Your nakedness 

is interesting but far too conspicuous. Let us find for you some clothing lest 

more travelers pass this way. You would never know we were in the country 

with all this alarming traffic of horsemen and ravens and ponies.”

They set off—Seth on his pony and Ann riding the previously uncooper-

ative, but now surprisingly docile, donkey. Both were silent but continued to 

trade thoughts until Ann suddenly spoke.

“I understand now! My powers have changed. I have lost the ability to 

probe the thoughts of some but have retained it with others—with you and 

with Migral, for instance. It seems to be a way of sorting out the gifted from 

the ordinary—a method of discerning magic from mortal. So, tell me, is your 

pony also your familiar?” she asked. “Does she speak out loud or through the 

mind? She seems to share your thoughts.”

“My Daffodil is merely a clever animal. She is loyal and smart but other-

wise unmagical.” Seth laughed and patted his mount. “Sometimes a pony is 

just a pony.”

They had traveled three miles and were nearing a village when they dis-

covered an untended clothesline where Ann helped herself to a shirt and pair 

of trousers. 
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“It seems wrong to take these things,” she told Seth as she donned the 

shirt and pulled on the trousers. “We must leave something in exchange.”

When they returned to the country road Seth could not stop smiling.

What, he thought, will the owner of the missing clothing think when she 

finds a fat donkey tethered to her clothesline?

Wondering if Ann had the same thought, Seth looked down from his 

pony and regarded his barefoot mate as she stumbled along the rocky road. 

He had insisted she ride while he walked alongside, but Ann was equally  

insistent that Wolfkind customs be observed.

“Ride as my mate walks?” she scoffed. “Nonsense!”

After another hour, they came upon a traveling peddler-woman and Seth 

entered into negotiations until they came away with a pair of rough socks and 

passable shoes. Ann looked doubtfully at the shoes and hobbled along the 

road trying to get used to wearing them.

“Tell me again what you exchanged for these torturous devices,” she 

frowned as she struggled to master the shoes and stumbled over yet another 

stone.

“It is called a kiss,” Seth smiled. “And I have found it opens many doors.”

“Opens doors—” Ann repeated. Then, reminded of her surname task, 

she fell to musing. El had admonished her to choose wisely. Migral, the deity’s 

messenger, had cautioned the vanquished Princess that a wrong choice would 

mean that doors would be closed to her. What doors? And where?

“I have it,” Ann announced after they’d traveled without speaking for a 

time.

“What, my love?”

“My new surname.”

They walked several more paces in silence.

“Well? Are you practicing your fledgling human’s notion of suspense? Or 

are you planning to tell me your choice?”

In answer, Ann leaned down without missing a stride despite her new 

shoes, picked up a pebble, and cast it purposefully aside. It landed where she 

aimed it, in the middle of a placid stream flowing near the road. Where it 
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entered the water, a halo of concentric ripples lingered for a moment on the 

surface before the current whisked them away.

“I am your bride who is challenged to walk along this rocky road,” she 

observed.

“I see, my love,” said Seth, his voice suggesting he did not see.

“Therefore,” she began.

“Therefore—? he prompted.

“Therefore, my new name shall be Stone Bride,” she grinned.

“Hmm,” said Seth. “Perhaps this choice of yours and your watery throw 

means that it is time for us to make some waves, Mrs. Stone Bride.” He nod-

ded courteously in her direction. “And by human custom, that makes me Mr. 

Stone Bride. Seth Stone Bride—it is a fair name. Now what about your war 

name—are you changing that too?”

“I’m keeping Ann.”

“Unwise perhaps,” Seth frowned. “But it’s a common enough name, so I 

doubt anyone will notice. Just take care not to forget yourself by adding the 

title ‘Princess’ for good measure.”

“No fear of that,” she assured him. “It’ll be plain ordinary everyday Ann 

Stone Bride for now—perhaps forever.”

“Forever is a long time,” he frowned.

Not as long as never, she thought.  She meant to conceal the thought, but 

it slipped free, so she continued in the voice of the mind. In the battle, when 

you fell, I feared I would never see you again, my love, not until I perished also, 

and never on this side of Velyn. 

Receiving this thought, Seth blushed at Ann’s sentiment—such a tender 

emotion—so unlike her former gruff Wolfkind self. 

Ann watched the crimson flush across her mate’s fair skin and found it a 

becoming reaction.

“The sun is setting,” Seth said regaining his composure. “It will be dark 

soon and you’ll find it chilly without your insulating fur. Not only that, but 

this road is dangerous at night. The woods ahead are, so they tell me, filled 

with brigands and cut-throats.”

Ann was about to say that she feared no bandit when she heard the first 

arrow whistling through the shadows of the waning daylight.
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Chapter 3
The Brigand

The Princess had yet to test the breadth of her powers and it is well that 

the peril she faced was a mild one. 

It was a simple matter for Ann to step aside, snatch the arrow in mid-

flight, and snap it asunder. She did the same with the second arrow. And the 

next. And the next.

“By my breath!” The shout from beyond the dark trees was more exasper-

ated than angry. “What must one do? How is one to make an honest living?”

Another arrow emerged from the forest. With a casual flick of her wrist, 

Ann swatted the feathered missile as if it were no more substantial than a 

troublesome insect.

“That does it! I surrender!” A discarded bow clattered to the forest floor, 

immediately followed by an empty quiver. “You may pass.”

Seth moved his pony closer to examine the weapons. He tried to stifle a 

laugh, but the brigand—as yet unseen—seemed to sense his derision.

“Am I to be mocked as well as defeated? Pass I say. Pass on and leave me 

my pride at least.” His last remark came from a constricted throat.

The brigand’s tone evoked such pathos in Seth that he regretted his  

unkindness. “I’m sorry,” he said with as much sincerity as he could manage, 

for he was still bemused by this inept bandit. “However—as for passing—we 
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forest with the dark coming on.”

“Now that is indeed a sensible statement,” the brigand confirmed, his 

voice wafting through the darkening trees. “It is dangerous here. So danger-

ous that I often think to myself that I ought not to linger here after sunset.”

“Well,” declared Seth, “you have certainly chosen a strange profession for 

one so squeamish—if you’ll pardon my saying so—and—oh my!”

The bandit suddenly appeared, his arms and legs churning the air, as the 

flailing man flew headfirst out of the trees to tumble among his discarded 

weapons. While Seth and the hidden man had been conversing, Ann had 

moved rapidly and unobserved behind the ambusher. Grabbing the unpre-

pared man by the scruff of the neck, she had gleefully tossed the rascal into 

the clearing. So sudden had been this turn of fortune that the startled man 

had no opportunity to cry out. He lay in an abject heap—his face pressed to 

the ground—and seemed to be weeping.

Without a second thought, Seth dismounted and rushed forward to 

kneel beside the defeated bandit. For her part, Ann emerged from the forest, 

admiring her closed fists, and flexing her thumbs which had proven so useful 

in grasping and throwing the man. 

“You needn’t have been so rough with this little fellow,” Seth chastised 

the Princess. “He surrendered. He said we could pass.”

“And what do you suppose he intended to do with this?” Ann asked as 

she spread her fingers to reveal a small, sheathed dirk which she extracted to 

expose a wicked looking blade. “This is yours I presume,” she confronted the 

man.

Seth suddenly stood up and assumed a defensive stance, “Why you little 

weasel! You would have lured us into the forest and waylaid us with your 

hidden knife?”

“Please, mister, it ain’t mine!” protested the man.

“How did I manage to find it in your pocket, I wonder?” asked Ann.

“Please, these ain’t my pockets neither,” said the man as he rolled over on 

his back and struggled with his over-sized jacket as if it were an animal that 

held him in its unwelcome embrace. “What I mean is—”
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“What you mean is,” said Ann as she re-sheathed the blade and passed it 

to Seth, “you stole the jacket you’re wearing.”

“’Xactly so, that’s the honest truth. I took it from—an individual who 

was—indisposed alongside a ditch which I happened to be in and—” His 

voice trailed off as he struggled to his feet with the look of a man who was 

already in a deep hole and had decided to cease digging.

“Are you capable of telling the truth?” asked Ann, curious what the man 

would say.

“Me mum said not,” the brigand sniffed.

“Your mother?” asked Seth.

“Yes, sir, Velyn rest her.”

“She’s dead?” asked Seth.

“Oh no, mister, she’s alright I reckon, just tired.”

Seth and Ann exchanged a glance, unable to decide what to do next.

“I should go,” suggested the man.

“I think that would be best,” agreed Seth.

The man started to gather up his things. “I had a hat,” he looked hopefully  

at Ann who shrugged. “I don’t suppose you’d let me collect me arrows—no, 

no, never mind that—I’ll—I’ll get some others, shall I?” He turned and dis-

appeared into the darkening forest muttering, “I had a hat.”

Ann looked at Seth and the two burst out laughing. It felt good to laugh. 

Laughter caused her supple human skin to tingle, and she found it was much 

easier to prolong a smile without a snout and fierce jaws to contend with. 

Seth embraced Ann and, rather than remounting, he took the reins of 

his pony and he and his mate walked side-by-side. Retracing their steps, they 

followed the road back as it curved away from the forest. An hour ago, they 

had passed an inn and, as they left the forest behind, Ann suddenly realized 

she was very tired and very hungry. Seth must be equally fatigued. It was time 

to sample some human hospitality.

“Indeed,” agreed Seth as he intercepted her thought.

So, they walked together in the darkness toward the glow of lantern light 

which streamed from the outline of a distant window.
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and kill wolves. A wolf pup survives a brutal hunt to become Erato Gnomon, 
a magical being who functions as the muse of the sundial. When Erato aspires 
to greater authority, she draws the wrath of Trepan the Timekeeper.

Book 7: Ruth and Esau. In the wake of an earth-shattering crises, an 
old-world witch and her faithful dog enter a new realm of existence where 
dreams and reality collide.
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